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“So you’re the son of Mr. Schneider! I’m Kai Chance.” He reached out and shook 
Sherman’s hand enthusiastically. Kai humbled himself down as he had a favor to ask of 
another. 

“My dad is currently in seclusion as he refines his magical items and won’t be back for 
some time. What do you want to borrow?” He feigned ignorance. 

Kai directed his request to Sherman due to Pascal’s absence. “Mr. Sherman, we hope 
to loan the Divine Scroll. I swear by my name to return it to you once we’re done.” 

“What? The Divine Scroll? You must be kidding! How could you expect us to lend the 
treasure of Crafting Clan to anyone who asks for it?” Sherman harrumphed. 

Kai knew that it wouldn’t be an easy task convincing Sherman. He speedily reached for 
the calligraphy brush Arthur had given him and said to Sherman, “Mr. Sherman, Mr. 
Sanders wanted me to hand this to your father. He will understand once he sees this.” 

Sherman took the calligraphy brush and gave it. a cursory glance before flinging it back 
at Kai. “What is this piece of junk? It looks like nothing more than an ordinary calligraphy 
brush! Who is this Mr. Sanders anyway? I have never even heard of him.” 

Sherman had run out of patience. Kai was all at sea. How would he successfully borrow 
the Divine Scroll without Pascal here and Sherman not knowing who Arthur was? 

“Mr. Sherman, I need the Divine Scroll to save someone. Please, what conditions do I 
need to meet for you to loan it to me?” Kai implored. 

“I don’t sense any powerful magical items with you. But if you have any, I’d consider 
making a trade.” Sherman scrutinized Kai. “Here, I have a Storage Ring. Will this do?” 

Kai removed his Storage Ring. “We have plenty of these ourselves and have no use for 
yours!” Sherman didn’t even spare it a glance. A Storage Ring meant nothing to him. 

Kai opened the Storage Ring and reached for the Necro Ring. “Mr. Sherman, what 
about this? It’s a teleportation device that allows you to traverse everywhere!” 

Sherman took the Necro Ring in hand and snorted as he briefly ran his hands over it. 
“This teleportation device is damaged and doesn’t have many trips left. Besides, it isn’t 
all that valuable as it can’t teleport you through long. distances. But it will do since it’s a 
teleportation device, after all. What else do you have?” 



Kai shook his head. “That’s all I have on me. But I could refine several pure essence 
pills as a form of thanks if you loan me the Divine Scroll.” 

“You know alchemy?” Sherman was astounded. “But of course! How could the lord of 
Medicine God Sect not know something so elementary?” Flaxseed chipped in. “If that’s 
the case, I’ll loan it to you for once.” 

Sherman inclined his head and accepted the Necro Ring. Skylar, who had seen the 
entire thing unfold while hiding, gritted his teeth furiously. The Necro Ring was his 
before Kai had snatched it away from him. 

Kai had just used it as a bartering chip. “Thank you so much, Mr. Sherman!” Kai 
expressed his gratitude. “Both of you, follow me.” Sherman led Kai and Flaxseed out of 
the main hall to the depths of the garden. 

“ Kai, isn’t it odd how easily we managed to borrow the Divine Scroll?” Flaxseed voiced 
out anxiously. “Keep quiet and follow me,” Kai asked Flaxseed to stop speaking. His 
meek demeanor had long since disappeared and was now overtaken by a calculating 
expression. 
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Flaxseed stopped talking and began to follow closely behind Kai. Sherman took Kai and 
the others into a dimly-lit secret room. The moment they stepped into the secret room, 
both Kai and Flaxseed felt the suppressive power of the room. 

They were taken aback and stopped walking forward. Sherman quickly explained to 
them, “Please don’t worry. The Divine Scroll is too precious, so my father keeps it in this 
secret room. On top of that, he has also placed a talisman in there to suppress the 
power of anyone who enters the secret room. Doing so will prevent the Divine Scroll 
from being taken away by force. Once you leave this secret room, the suppressive 
feeling will be gone. It will not affect your body in any way. Please relax.” 

After hearing Sherman’s assurance, Kai and Flaxseed continued walking toward the 
secret room. However, the door behind them closed all of a sudden! 

Kai frowned and looked at Sherman who was in front of them. Unfortunately, Sherman 
had walked out using another exit. Just as Kai and Flaxseed wanted to leave, that door 
shut tightly as well! 

Now, Kai and Flaxseed were trapped in the secret room, and Divine Scroll was nowhere 
to be found. Creak… 



An ear-piercing sound could be heard. Before they knew it, the dark room became 
brighter, and the surrounding became clearer. Sherman was smiling coldly at them. 

“What are you trying to do?” asked Kai as he eyed Sherman coldly. “Nothing, but 
someone has asked me to hold you captive. That’s all…” replied Sherman with an icy 
smile. 

“Did Skylar put you up to this?” asked Kai calmly. Sherman was slightly taken aback. 
“How do you know that?” “Not only do I know that, but I also know that he’s here!” 

With that, Kai looked behind Sherman. “Skylar, show yourself! You want to take 
revenge, yet you dare not show yourself in front of me. After all, you’re the oldest son of 
the Norton family and used to be an outstanding talent in the martial arts world of 
Jadeborough. Why have you become so cowardly now?” 

Just as Kai finished talking, Skylar walked out and glared at him. “ Kai, I have to thank. 
you. If you haven’t forced me to this extent, I wouldn’t have become so powerful. I will 
never know that I have a unique physique! If Mr. Malphas doesn’t want your physical 
body, why will I waste so much effort in capturing you? I would have slaughtered you 
instead.” 

Although Kai was being held captive in the secret room, there was no sign of fear or 
panic on his face. Instead, he smiled and said, “Do you think you are actually able to 
hold me captive just like this?” 

That stupefied Skylar, and he looked at Sherman. “No one can escape once they have 
been locked in this secret room. The suppressive power within will turn you into a 
normal person. How do you intend to escape?” asked Sherman. 

He said those words to pacify Skylar and put him at ease. There was no way Kai could 
escape. “No one has ever escaped from here?” sneered Kai. “You think too highly of 
your secret room…” 

“What? Are you saying you can escape from this secret room?” Sherman walked up 
and provoked Kai. Kai did not respond. Instead, he was going to reply using his actions. 
When Kai clenched his fists, golden rays of light shone forth. Next, he punched the wall! 

Boom! With the loud booming sound, a terrifying spiritual energy brought the walls of 
the secret room down. The residual energy was equally powerful. A gust of strong wind 
blew at Sherman, and he fell backward! 

The structure of the secret room was not strong at all. Everyone who entered the secret 
room would be suppressed. As such, they would not be able to open the secret room 
and get out. 
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“That’s it? You want to trap me with this?” With a sneer on his face, Kai walked out of 
the secret room. Sherman got up and looked at Kai in disbelief. “W-What’s going on? 
Are your powers not being suppressed?” 

Sherman could not understand why the suppressive power of the room did not work on 
Kai! “I told you not to think too highly of your secret room…” said Kai with disdain. 

Even the laws of nature could not suppress Kai’s powers, let alone the mere 
suppressive power of a talisman. Sherman looked extremely upset. He did not expect 
that to happen. “ Kai, since I can’t entrap you today, I shall kill you. I believe that Mr. 
Malphas will not blame me…” 

Skylar’s eyes lit up with excitement when he saw Kai escape from the secret room. Only 
then could he have a real fight with Kai! Only then could he take revenge for his father 
and the Norton family…. 

At that moment, Skylar was super confident about his ability. As a fourth-level Martial 
Arts Saint, he was invincible! “Countless people want to kill me. Yet, none has 
succeeded. You are no exception either…” 

said Kai with a slight smile. That smile from Kai was Skylar’s greatest humiliation and 
provocation. The glint in his dark eyes gave off such overwhelming pressure. 

At the same time, there was a murderous intent coming from Kai. The entire Crafting 
Pavilion was filled with a menacing aura. “Let’s put an end to everything today…” 

Skylar clenched his fists, and his aura kept bursting forth. The auras of both men 
clashed. There was a loud explosion, and the entire space shook! Flaxseed and 
Sherman began to retreat when they saw what happened.. 

There was no way they would not be able to withstand even the residual energy of the 
two Martial Arts Saints when they were fighting. “Go to hell!” 

Skylar was unable to control his intent to kill and charged at Kai. His punch landed on 
Kai, and the power of a Martial Arts Saint filled the entire pavilion. 

Kai appeared very calm when he faced Skylar’s attack. There was no sign of fear in his 
eyes, and he stood there with both his hands. behind his back. There were only disdain 
and derision in his eyes. 

Sherman was very shocked to see Kai standing perfectly still. A punch from a Martial 
Arts Saint was enough to knock a small hill down, Yet, Kai was standing there like at 
statue! Perhaps, he is so traumatized by the power of that punch that he can’t move? 



Sherman kept guessing. Meanwhile, Flaxseed was getting worried. Flaxseed knew that 
Kai was very powerful right now. When they were in Jetroina, even Kawasaki was no 
match for him. 

However, that did not mean that Kai would be able to stand still even when he was 
assaulted by a Martial Arts Saint. If one were to make a mistake during a fight with a 
Martial Arts Saint, one’s soul would just fade away and cease to exist. 

“ Kai, be careful!” shouted Flaxseed. He did not want Kai to lose his life just because he 
wanted to act cool. Unfortunately, Kai did not seem to be able to hear Flaxseed’s 
warning. He was still standing there. Kai’s lack of action was the ultimate insult to 
Skylar. He gritted his teeth and punched harder this time around! 

Boom! Once again, Skylar’s punch landed on Kai’s body. The impact produced a 
deafening explosion, and it wiped out every building and tree in the vicinity. The 
aftermath was like a tornado that continued to destroy everything in its path.. 
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Even though Flaxseed and Sherman had stepped back, they could still feel the power of 
the aftershock. As they desperately braced themselves, the buildings around them bore 
the brunt of the force. 

Once the gale had stopped and the dust settled, the devastation wreaked upon the 
garden was reminiscent of a raging hurricane. Kai remained where he was, showing no 
change in emotion at all. 

The only difference was in the growing contempt in his eyes. Sherman was heartbroken 
to see the devastation in the courtyard. The place was, after all, owned by his family. If 
his father were to see it upon emerging from his seclusion, het would likely have him 
crippled. 

That said, Sherman was astonished at how unfazed Kai was. Skylar’s eyes, too, 
widened in shock as all color drained from his face. “T-This is impossible!” 

The sight of the unharmed Kai filled him with disbelief. All this while, he had been 
cultivating hard and increasing his strength continuously with the sole goal of killing Kai 
one day. 

Now that he wielded the power of a Martial Arts Saint and possessed Inferno Devil’s 
Form, he assumed that he could easily end Kai’s life. Little did he expect the opposite to 
happen. 



Why can’t I land a scratch on Kai despite attacking with the strongest power within the 
martial arts world? Skylar just couldn’t fathom the reason. 

“Why is it impossible? Do you really think that a Martial Arts Saint is the most powerful 
level within the martial arts world? I can’t believe how naive you are. I have killed many 
Martial Arts Gods before, let alone a Martial Arts Saint like you,” Kai sneered. 

The reason why he didn’t move and gave Skylar a free hand to beat him was just to 
destroy the latter psychologically. Kai felt it necessary to do so given Skylar’s insatiable 
ambition and relentless scheme. Just as expected, Skylar was dumbfounded by Kai’s 
words. 

“M-Martial Arts God?” he mumbled. As far as he knew, there was no such thing as a 
Martial Arts God. A Martial Arts Saint was supposed to stand at the pinnacle of the 
martial arts world, not to mention how few of them there were. 

After I have gone through hellish training to achieve the level of Martial Arts Saint, 
you’re now telling me that something more powerful exists in the form of a Martial Arts 
God? 

Skylar was crushed by the revelation. “Do you want to have a taste of the power of a 
Martial Arts God? Let me open your eyes.” No sooner had he finished than Kai gave 
Skylar a slap.. 

Slap! The moment a crisp sound rang out, Skylar felt his body grow lighter while his 
head began to spin. Before he knew it, he was flying through the air at breakneck speed 
and could feel an intense airflow blowing across his skin. 

Flaxseed’s and Sherman’s eyes almost popped out of their sockets when a single black 
dot was all they could see of Skylar. Kai’s slap had sent him airborne, causing everyone 
else to wonder if he had been thrown into outer space. An indeterminate time passed 
before Skylar’s body finally crashed to the ground. 

Boom! A thundering rumble was heard from afar as the impact threw a mushroom cloud 
of dust into the air. Filled with disbelief, Sherman gulped nervously. 

By the time Skylar crawled out of the ground, half his face was already contorted, 
making for a horrifying sight. The look he gave Kai was one that was brimming with fear, 
a result the latter sought to achieve. 

Don’t believe him! He’s not this so-called Martial Arts God. Don’t forget about your 
Inferno Devil’s Form, the spirit within Skylar reminded upon sensing his fear. 

“You’re right. I have the Inferno Devil’s Form. There’s no reason for me to fear him… 
Argh…” Skylar suddenly roared. His body started to glow as it underwent a 



transformation. Very quickly, a burning inferno was ignited around him, raising the 
temperature of the Crafting Clan building. 
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“Today, I’ll show you how powerful my Inferno Devil’s Form is… Explode!” In that 
instant, the fire around him concentrated together, molding itself into a fireball that was 
shot in Kai’s direction. 

Nonetheless, Kai’s hands remained behind. his back, while his eyes maintained at 
nonchalant look. “It’s futile. Whatever the constitution of your body, it’s useless before 
me.” 

The moment he finished, Kai’s body emitted a golden hue as golden scales clad his 
body piece by piece. With Golem Body activated, a golden dragon emerged behind him 
and circled the air in a loop. 

Just before the fireball hit him, Kai. intercepted it with his bare hands. The martial 
energy within it quickly engulfed Kai, while the fire it carried burned on like a raging. 
inferno. “Hmph, I’m going to incinerate you in a sea of flames.” 

The smug Skylar let out a snort. Despite being engulfed in flames, Kai didn’t struggle 
and remained as he was. He simply smirked at the fireball in his hand. “Since this 
belongs to you, I’ll just return it.” 

With that, Kai hurled the fireball forward, causing it to fly toward Skylar with 
overwhelming power. 

Boom! The fireball struck its target accurately. Skylar spewed a mouthful of blood as he 
staggered backward uncontrollably. In that instant, he felt as if his body had shattered 
into pieces. His entire chest was covered with blood. 

Although the fire on Kai’s body had died off, it left an even greater shine on Kai’s armor. 
He looked as if he was the god of war himself who had descended to Earth in his 
golden armor. 

When Skylar saw the condition his body was in, he lost the will to fight. It was now 
evident to him that he was no match for Kai. “Did you plan to defeat me just by relying 
on a spirit of black magic?” 

Kai approached Skylar step by step, sending a chill down the latter’s spine. Skylar got 
up in an attempt to flee, but Kai smashed him to the ground with his fist, rendering the 
latter incapable of even standing. 



With his aura dissipating rapidly, Skylar could feel his entire body breaking apart. It was 
then that a black mist floated out of his body and flew away as fast as it could. 

“How dare you try and escape?” Kai scoffed as he recognized the spirit in Skylar’s body. 
Opening his mouth and taking a deep breath, Kai created a powerful vortex that sucked 
the black mist into his mouth. 

Skylar’s eyes were filled with horror as he looked on. Kai’s strength had reached a level 
that exceeded even his wildest imagination. “Now die…” 

Staring at the grievously injured Skylar, Kai didn’t feel any pity as he raised his leg to 
finish. his enemy. Skylar’s head would be crushed the moment he stomped his foot 
down. 

“ Kai, wait!” Flaxseed called out suddenly. Jolted by the voice, Kai retracted his leg and 
turned toward Flaxseed. “What’s wrong, Mr. Flaxseed?” 

Upon hurrying to Kai’s side, Flaxseed whispered something into his ear. Kai nodded as 
he replied, “In that case, keep an eye on Skylar while I take care of the rest.” 

With that, Kai turned to look at Sherman, whose legs began to shake in fear. “Where’s 
the Divine Scroll?” Kai demanded. “M-My father kept it. I have no idea where it is!” the 
trembling Sherman replied. “You don’t? In that case, take me to your father.” 

Kai wasn’t going to leave until he had the Divine Scroll in his hands. “We can’t interrupt 
him. He’s working in seclusion, so- Before he could finish, Sherman was sent crashing 
to the ground by Kai’s slap. 

The scene caused many members of Crafting Clan to gather with magical items in their 
hands. At the sign of his subordinates, Sherman barked, “Stop him!” 

All of them charged at Kai at Sherman’s cue. 

 


